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The influence of positive feedback on provider views and the correlation between positive feedback and HCAHPS.
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Introduction

Feedback is an integral part of the communication that occurs between a healthcare provider and the patient. It allows the provider to hear what he/she is doing right or wrong from the perspective of the patient. HCAHPS (Hospital Consumer Assessment of Healthcare Providers and Systems) is a five national, standardized, publicly reported survey of patients' perspectives of hospital care. This survey, provides an effective system of scoring that can be compared on a national basis and can be utilized by prospective and current patients. One problem with HCAHPS is that it does not factor patient comments into its scores.

A British study titled “Associations between internet-based patient ratings and conventional surveys of patient experience in the English NHS: an observational study” found that there was an association between web-based ratings of patient experience and paper-based patient surveys (Miller, 2012). This relates to concepts of the HCAHPS and patient feedback comments discussed in this study. In another study titled “The value of patients’ handwritten comments on HCAHPS surveys,” Huppert (2014) found that “coefficients for negative comments were significant for both the overall hospital rating and intent to recommend” (p. 39–40). This information is very valuable to the study as it deals with the same topics of patient comments and HCAHPS. This study looks to add to Huppert’s by focusing more on the effects of positive patient comments and their relationship to HCAHPS.

Objectives

To examine the influence that positive feedback has on advance practice clinicians (APCs) and the impact it has on the level of care that they provide.

An informal survey was used to assess the impact of positive patient feedback on APCs. These surveys were sent in the form of an email. Comments between the time periods of 7-1-2013 and 6-30-2014 were collected. Positive comments specifying APCs were used. The surveys were sent individually to APCs. A total of 31 surveys were distributed. They included a comment(s) about the particular provider it was addressed to and asked four questions that were to be answered with yes, no, or not sure.

To determine if there is a correlation between positive feedback and HCAHPS, the study organized all comments for each unit of the hospital into weighted categories for positive, negative, and mixed comments. HCAHPS data for rate of hospital and communication with doctors was collected for each corresponding unit. These sets of data were compared and correlation coefficients were calculated to determine if there was a correlation between the two.

Methodology

An informal survey was used to assess the impact of positive patient feedback on APCs. These surveys were sent in the form of an email. Comments between the time periods of 7-1-2013 and 6-30-2014 were collected. Positive comments specifying APCs were used. The surveys were sent individually to APCs. A total of 31 surveys were distributed. They included a comment(s) about the particular provider it was addressed to and asked four questions that were to be answered with yes, no, or not sure.

To determine if there is a correlation between positive feedback and HCAHPS, the study organized all comments for each unit of the hospital into weighted categories for positive, negative, and mixed comments. HCAHPS data for rate of hospital and communication with doctors was collected for each corresponding unit. These sets of data were compared and correlation coefficients were calculated to determine if there was a correlation between the two.

Results

A graph was used to show the correlation between positive feedback and hospital HCAHPS scores, particularly rate of hospital and communication with doctors.

Limitations

• Small sample size due to exclusivity to APCs
• Response rate not fully optimized
• Patient interaction was prohibited, eliminating the possibility to study the impact of positive feedback on patient views

Future Study

• Extend survey to physicians
• Analyze feedback and HCAHPS data beyond fiscal year used in this study to determine if the correlation still holds true
• Begin distributing positive feedback and see if it does indeed increase HCAHPS

Conclusion

• 100% experience increase in confidence from positive feedback
• Positive feedback motivates 76% to improve care
• Correlation coefficient of 0.62 demonstrates that positive comments have a moderately positive relationship with HCAHPS scores for rate of hospital
• Correlation coefficient of 0.42 demonstrates that positive comments have a moderately positive relationship with HCAHPS scores for communication with doctors

• Focusing on informing providers about positive feedback will directly benefit patients’ health and care and lead to an overall improvement in hospital quality, patient satisfaction, and patient experience.

• Regularly notifying providers of positive feedback from patients will encourage them to improve their level of care. Due to the correlation, improving their level of care will generate a greater weight of positive comments among the different units. If a greater weight of positive comments is achieved, it will likely improve HCAHPS scores for the entire hospital, which will increase hospital rank in the nationally standardized HCAHPS system, thus attracting more potential patients.